Launching Hydrogen Strategy
with Transformative Acquisition of HyGear
and Strategic Support of CDPQ
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Forward Looking Statements and Non-IFRS Measures
Certain statements in this presentation may constitute "forward-looking" statements within the meaning of applicable securities laws. This
forward-looking information includes, but is not limited to, the expectations and/or claims of management of Xebec Adsorption Inc. (“Xebec”
or the “Corporation”) with respect to information regarding the business, operations and financial condition of Xebec. Forward looking
information involves known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause the actual results, performance or
achievements of Xebec or industry results, to be materially different from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or
implied by such forward-looking statements. Such statements use words like "anticipate", "believe", "plan", "estimate", "expect", "intend",
"may", "will" and other similar terminology. This list is not exhaustive of the factors that may affect forward-looking information contained in
this presentation. These statements reflect current expectations regarding future events and operating performance and speak only as of
the date of this presentation. Forward-looking statements involving significant risks and uncertainties should not be read as guarantees of
future performance or results and will not necessarily be accurate indications of whether or not such results will be achieved. A number of
factors could cause actual results to differ materially from the results discussed in the forward-looking statements. There may be references
to certain non-IFRS measures, such as “EBITDA”. These non-IFRS measures are not recognized measures under International Financial
Reporting Standards (“IFRS”) and do not have a standardized meaning prescribed by IFRS and are therefore unlikely to be comparable to
similar measures presented by other companies. Rather, these non-IFRS measures are provided as additional information to complement
those IFRS measures by providing further understanding of our results of operations from management’s perspective. Accordingly, these
non-IFRS measures should not be considered in isolation nor as a substitute for analysis of our financial information reported under IFRS.
For the purpose of this presentation, Green Vision Holding B.V., the parent company of HyGear Technology and Services B.V., will be
referred to as “HyGear” and Caisse de dépôt et placement du Québec will be referred to as “CDPQ”.
The following non-IFRS measures are used by the Corporation in this presentation: EBITDA and EBITDA margin of HyGear. “EBITDA”
means the earnings before interest, income taxes, depreciation and amortization, where interest is defined as net finance costs as per the
consolidated statement of comprehensive income. “EBITDA margin” being EBITDA as a percentage of revenues.
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Major Step For “The Renewable Gas Company”
The acquisition strengthens Xebec’s technology and products in renewable
gas and launches the Corporation's global hydrogen strategy
Strategic acquisition of Netherlands-based HyGear
• Provides Xebec with a hydrogen platform in HyGear, a leader in onsite hydrogen generation
solutions
• Positions the Company to benefit from the worldwide hydrogen fuel growth
• Gains an established and credible platform with 66 active hydrogen generation installations
worldwide
• Benefits from significant cross-selling opportunities for products and solutions in North America,
Europe and Asia
• HyGear is EBITDA and operating margin positive
• Strong business growth profile
• HyGear founder and management to lead Xebec's European business
Welcomes CDPQ as a new strategic investor through a private placement of $50M, concurrent with
the $100M equity bought deal
Executed two non-binding LOIs to acquire a leading industrial gas generation business and a
specialty compressed air and air treatment services company
Internal
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HyGear Acquisition Snapshot

Founded

Headquarters

Employees

2002

Netherlands

82

CUSTOMERS

• Global leader in decentralized and onsite hydrogen generation systems
•

66 installations in operation in over 18 countries

•

12 systems under construction

• Robust cleantech IP portfolio and research teams
•

14 patents ensuring competitive edge

•

108 R&D projects executed

•

Division set up for steam methane reforming (SMR), fuel cell and electrolyzer R&D

• Impactful hydrogen production and emissions reductions
•

15,000,000+ Nm3 of output per year

•

~60,000 kg of CO2 reduction per system annually

•

~27,000 km of transportation saved per system annually

• Hybrid, profitable business model with one-time equipment and recurring
gas-as-a-service revenue streams
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HyGear Transaction Rationale and Benefits
1

Accelerated entry into hydrogen generation market with SMR and electrolyzer technologies
• World-leading base of hydrogen installations and intellectual property
• Green hydrogen cost effectively produced from renewable natural gas (RNG) feedstock using SMR, opportunity
for carbon neutral and negative hydrogen product
• Hydrogen refueling stations under construction across Europe

2

A proven, profitable hydrogen business model positioned for growth
• Generated €11.4 million of revenues, €3.4 million of EBITDA and €2.5 of operating profit in 2019
• Unique Gas-as-a-Service (GaaS) recurring revenue offering

3

Fills in product and technology gaps within each company
• HyGear wants access to better PSA technology for its systems and customers
• Anticipate supply chain cost reductions and gross margin synergies

4

Robust cleantech IP portfolio and research teams to accelerate hydrogen growth
• Working on new hydrogen refueling and PEM electrolyzer products
• World class talent that can design, construct and operate hydrogen plants

5

HyGear can access new RNG markets using Xebec’s solutions and technologies
• Provide RNG equipment throughout Europe and local markets

Internal
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HyGear’s Leadership in Onsite, Decentralized Hydrogen Production
Company

Operational
Systems

Smallest size
(Nm3/h)

Largest size
(Nm3/h)

66

50

150

50

100

830

47

50

300

22

30

300

7

200

500

3

30

30

3

250

500

3

20

200

1

100

100

0

100

100

Global map showing the geographic
distribution of the 66 operating installations
• 12 installations currently under construction
• First mover advantage and robust IP portfolio
provide a strong moat against entrants

Based on public announcements, claims not verified as of July 30th, 2020
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HyGear Featured Hydrogen Projects

Lumileds Factory
in Belgium

•

1 unit of Hy.Gen 50, GaaS

•

Fixed monthly fee plus variable
fee per volume produced

•
•

Internal

Hydrogen Refueling Station
in the Netherlands

•
•

Supply alternative: trailers
m3

47% savings per
delivered,
14.6% IRR for HyGear

•

Current supply: HyGen with
biogas certificates

Glass Manufacturing
in Spain

Glass Manufacturing
in Russia

•

Two units of Hy.GEN 50, GaaS

•

•

Fixed monthly fee with a 15-year
contract

Three units of Hy.Gen 50,
turnkey

•

On-site back-up storage for 4
days

Indoor operation at 600 tonnes /
day flat glass factory

•

Tube trailer connections for
emergency supply

Supply alternative: trailers from
Moscow

•

74% savings per m3 delivered

Development of Hy.GEN-e with
government sponsorship on
costs

•

Electrolyser costs competitive
with SMR

•
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Attractive Price Paid
• HyGear has a track record of successful project execution including full-cycle service and profitability,
having generated €11.4 million of revenues, €3.4 million of EBITDA and €2.5 of operating profit in 2019
• Expected to experience revenue growth in 2021 and maintain positive EBITDA and operating profit
margins

Sources

Uses

(in C$ millions)

(in C$ millions)

Sources

Uses

CDPQ Private Placement
Bought Public Offering
Equity Offered to HyGear Shareholders

$50.0
$100.0
$62.1

HyGear Equity Purchase Price

€82.0

HyGear Assumed Net Debt

€18.4

HyGear Total Consideration

€100.4

HyGear Total Consideration

C$155.9

Fund future acquisitions (including
announced acquisitions), working capital
and general corporate purposes

Total Sources

C$212.1

Total Uses

1

$56.2
C$212.1

• Over 80% of equity issued to HyGear shareholders subject to a lock-up and all shares subject to a
4-month hold period
(1)

Internal

Converted to C$ using a 1.553 CAD/EUR exchange rate
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Global Footprint Post Transaction

4

Manufacturing
Facilities

2

Sales
Offices

6

Cleantech
Service Centers

Legend
Xebec
HyGear

1
Internal

Head
Office

Sales Partners
Current Footprint
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Xebec’s Markets and Renewable Gas Future

Compressed Air

Industrial Gas

Biogas Upgrading (RNG)

Merchant Bulk Hydrogen

Hydrogen Economy

$31.3B

$67.7B

$10.9B

$5.9B

$2.5T

Total addressable market1

Total addressable market2

Total addressable market3

Total addressable market4

Total addressable market5

Compressed Air and Industrial Gas (Foundation for Profitable Growth)
•
•
•

Xebec’s legacy business and foundation that will support cleantech business and its rapid growth
Provides the service and support footprint, and salesforce to accelerate growth in RNG and hydrogen sales
Service staff will be retooled and retrained for Cleantech Service Network
Long-term growth trajectory (20+ years)

Renewable Natural Gas – Started in 2014
•

•
•

Internal

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Dominant cleantech business
for Xebec today, main driver of
growth
Profitable and commercial
activity today
Needs to scale up significantly
to provide feedstock for green
hydrogen
Grandview Research
Aruvan, Analyzing the Global Market for Industrial Gases, 2019
Company Estimates
Company Estimates
Hydrogen Council

Green Hydrogen Generation – 2021 and Onwards
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Xebec and HyGear’s technologies will be combined to create Green hydrogen offering
Build out hydrogen Centralized Production Hubs
Retrofit existing CNG refueling stations with hydrogen refuelling capabilities
Demand for Blue and Green hydrogen will develop in the next (3 to 10+ years)
RNG can be used to immediately create cost effective green hydrogen by combining Xebec and HyGear solutions
Electrolysis will be further developed and readied for deployment
Carbon negative hydrogen is possible with using RNG as a feedstock and deploying Carbon Capture and
Sequestration
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Key Takeaways

1

2

3

4

5

6

Launching
Hydrogen
strategy and
expanding
product
portfolios
with a
transformative
and strategic
acquisition

HyGear
provides SMR
based
technology for
onsite and
decentralized
hydrogen
production, 66
installation
reference
base

Xebec and
HyGear
technologies
combined to
cost effectively
produce
Green
hydrogen

Cross-selling
opportunities
expected to
deliver
significant
growth
opportunities

Total of $155.9
million paid
with strategic
investment
support of
CDPQ,
Québec’s
largest
pension fund

Positive cash
flow
generating
businesses
that provide a
strong
management
team in
Europe
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Two nonbinding LOIs to
acquire
industrial gas
generation
business and
specialty
compressed air
and air
treatment
services
company
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